researchers is conducting an unprecedented
experiment and rewarding its participants.
We decided that while many projects promise the
growth of cryptocurrency through the
implementation of complex mechanisms and

prospects, we would invite everyone to participate
in something much profitable and fresh!

RAT RACE

Our team of independent cryptocurrency

To do this, we took the Top people
who adorn the pages of Digital Paper,
such as Greta Thunberg, Donald
Trump, and even Kim Jong-un.
We see that the gloss is hiding real
faces of these heroes, so in our digital
reality we put them under your

control.

The artist exiled from the homeland by one of
these rats will create stunning atmosphere to

unite all of the heroes and show their real
faces in our digital mirror of the real world.
He will give you new content and absolute
advantages over everyone who is uninformed.
As a result, we will create a racing track in
which the heroes are presented as running
rats, fighting for first place at the finish line.

• Each rat has its crypto wallet for the bets.
• The rat who has the lowest balance at the
start of the race – wins.
• Race starts at the fixed time every 24 hours
• Those who bet on the winning rat – take 75%
of all the bets (~10x to your bet)
• 5% of the bets (tokens) will be destroyed live
on our YouTube channel every Sunday.
• 15% of the bets go to the Jack

Our heroes have already
been gone through the floor!

We are the first in the digital
space, who offers a pyramid
of nasty things because

good always triumphs over
evil.

The clothes don't hide

anything in our digital
space, which prevents
heroes from deceiving
us again by putting on
underpants, a red cap or
a samurai armband!

Whoever places the biggest bet on the best nasty
items in the game within 24 hours chooses any
skin from our add-ons of nasty things from the

branded pyramid.

By the way, the pyramid was
created by our community of
creators of nasty things who
posted them on Twitter using
hashtags.
We pick the best add-ons: the
hairiest legs, the longest or the
shortest arms… Everything that
you publish and what you like

on Twitter will appear in the
game.

Surely some of these motherfuckers
have fucked you up already. Add them

to the race and make them earn money
for you!
Every month our artist will create a new

rat for the race and it’s NFT based on
your votes!
If you have an idea of the new nasty

skin for your favorite rat – propose it to
us and will create most voted of them,
so you can try it in our nasty skin set.

This process is how we take care
of liquidity, increasing your

chances for each subsequent game
and making every coin a Joker.
How do you get the Joker?

During the game stream, gain
more than 1,000 views and receive

RAT

donations from the project.

we send 15% of every bet under Jack.
What is the Jack? Something like a jackpot, but way cooler!)

It sounds simple, but it works precisely
based on a smart contract in the Polygon
network. Gameplay is fully automated and
controlled by blockchain rules without
changing the algorithm for distributing

funds.
Even rat runs at the speed of transactions:
We reflect the dynamics of rats on the run!

All game mechanics is controlled only by unique
audited smart contract, no fixes or fraud possible

Our tokenomics model is unique since, even during
fundraising, coin buyers can immediately place a bet on a
particular rat and multiply their coins by 10 times.
Every 24 hours, our beloved heroes will show their actual
rat insides: our community, with its rates, will completely
control the entire process and carry out a massive number
of bet transactions on competitor rats, increasing the value
of the project’s tokenomics model and trying to annoy

competitors and decrease their possibilities to win.

We do not deliberately think over any
options, insights, or forecasts, because
our rat community knows how to do
it better than us.
In the following stages of project
development, we plan to introduce a

voting service for new characters, the
purchase and sale of NFT characters,
project merchandise, and
gamification of NFTs as characters in

NFT Token

the gameplay.

NFT Token

Innovative gameplay will be integrated into metauniverses such as Meta and Roblox, including a

running track for our rat heroes. We will be able to
gather thousands of fans online from all over the
world and be one of the first to be integrated into the
Metaverse!
And everyone who thinks that this does not concern
his adequacy in the Digital Universe will have already
given up his position in his social environment.

Can you guess the heroes for the

Zombie Race?
Real rat faces of George Floyd, Leonid
Brezhnev, Yasser Arafat, Mother Teresa!

Real underworld racing.

Private A
At Private A round we will sell 500k of Hate tokens (2.38%) at 0.75
USD with Day 0 unlock of 10% and full unlock in 12 month

Private B
At Private B round we will sell 950k of Hate tokens (4.52%) at 1.15
USD with Day 0 unlock of 0% and full unlock in 15 month

Public sale
At Public sale we will sell 450k of Hate tokens (2.14%) at 1.5 USD
with Day 0 unlock of 25% and full unlock in 3 month
Public sale will be done the next day we after we have 75 000 users
(approximately end of 2022)

